
Michelle Obama Registered To Vote As a Man In 1994 According To Illinois State
Board of Elections

Description

USA: Former First Lady Michelle Obama was registered to vote as a man from 1994 until 2008, 
according to official documents obtained from the Illinois State Board of Elections. The official 
documents also reveal Obama officially changed her Sex to female in 2008, the same year her 
husband was running for the presidency.

The official documents were obtained from the state of Illinois by documentary filmmaker Joel Gilbert
who explains that he decided to “take a serious approach” to learning about Michelle Obama’s
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background because the mainstream media refuses to touch the topic.

But he didn’t expect to find proof that she registered to vote as a man for fourteen years.

 

Gilbert was stunned when he received Michelle Obama’s official voter registration cards from 1994 and
2008. Describing the process of unraveling Michelle Obama’s “changing sexual identity,” Gilbert writes:

“Having recently obtained official documents from the state of Illinois, here is what I can say with 
assurance: I found proof in official documents that Michelle Obama registered to vote as a man in 
1994. I also have official proof that, after 14 years of voting as a man, Michelle Obama changed her 
sex in 2008 from male to female. This is not more social media silliness, this is fact. I obtained the 
documents from the Illinois State Board of Elections only last week. Here is Michelle Obama’s official 
voter registration card from 1994 when she registered to vote as a man. The letter M is circled under 
Sex.“

“Then, on July 14, 2008, with her husband about to be nominated by the Democrats for the presidency, 
she changed her sex from male to female.“
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https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2022/07/michelle_obamas_changing_sexual_identity.html
https://www.scribd.com/document/582558999/Michelle-Obama-1994-Illinois-Voter-Registration-Card-as-a-Male-and-2008-form-shows-change-of-Sex-to-Female


Remarkable timing, I’m sure you will agree.

And before you accuse Joel Gilbert of conspiring to frame Michelle Obama and falsely smear her as
transgender, there is one fact you should keep in mind. Despite discovering that Michelle Obama
registered to vote as a man in 1994, Gilbert still doesn’t believe she was born male. He charitably
believes she must have “ticked the wrong box” and accidentally registered to vote as a male. He
explains:

“Her voter registration as a male was likely a clerical error of some sort made when Michelle completed 
her 1994 voter registration form. She must have only noticed it in 2008 and corrected it appropriately.”

Wow. Some people really want to believe what they are told.

Since the early days of the Obama administration, citizens across the board have studied videos and
photos of Michelle Obama and said that she is a man.

In 2014, comedienne Joan Rivers fueled both rumors in responding to a TMZ reporter who innocently
asked her whether the U.S. would ever elect a gay president.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5WUYGPhUjyE


“We already have it with Obama, so let’s just calm down,” said Rivers, before adding, “You know 
Michelle is a tranny.” When asked to clarify her remark, she articulated slowly, “A trans-gen-der. We all 
know.”

Rivers’ comments fuelled social media postings of photos suggesting Michelle is really a man, and
close-up slow-motion videos of her dancing on The Ellen DeGeneres Show purporting to show
something lurking in her pants.

Less than two months later, Rivers died as a result of what was supposed to be a minor throat
procedure. Needless to say, her unexpected death cranked up the rumor mill, and even Barack
Obama’s own family fueled the rumor. On Twitter, Barack’s older brother Malik hinted that he knows
the truth.
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Before he suddenly clammed up, deleted the original tweet, and refused to confirm or deny the
allegations about “BIG MIKE.”

And NO! I cannot confirm or deny the legend of BIG MIKE ? AKA Michael
Lavaughn Robinson. Folks please don’t ask me that question again.

— Malik Obama (@ObamaMalik) June 12, 2022
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https://twitter.com/ObamaMalik/status/1535849396922990594?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


Remarkably, Barack Obama himself has slipped up and called her “Michael”… over and over again.

Hmm… Have you ever met a man who accidentally calls his wife by a man’s name?

Stealth is at the heart of the Obamas’ long-term strategy since day one. Barack and his co-conspirators
have been grooming Michelle to run for president since 2016. As a first step, the power couple signed
a $65 million offer to write their respective memoirs as soon as they left the White House.

Another tell-tale clue of the Democrats’ plans for Michelle came when they awarded her the coveted
keynote speaker role at the 2020 Democratic National Convention. In the way of parallel, Barack was
the keynote convention speaker in 2004, four years before he was named as the candidate in 2008.

When last checked, Michelle had more than 18 million followers on Facebook, 20 million on Twitter and
nearly 50 million on Instagram. When she tweets, usually with a political slant, Democrats listen.

But she will be a vulnerable candidate because she has so much to hide. Joe Gilbert, the filmmaker
who obtained her voter registration cards, says “Only the truth can stop her.” The truth is not Michelle’s
best friend.

She has been pretending to be something she is not since she first emerged on the national scene.

Watch:

by Baxter Dmitry
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